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The applied economics of population as it relates to policy in
African nations is an area in which, a return to first principles
is needed in two senses. On the one hand it is necessary to recon¬

sider and rastnte the "basic elements of population-productive forces-
human relati :• interactions in static and dynamic terms and on

the other i~ is equally critical to develop a framework of act¬
ual pr-ssert and sought future social and institutional relation¬
ships faith special attention to the mode of production, level of
productive forces, and pattern of external economic relationships,
without these initial steps it appears that the present body of
economic and political economic literature in relation to popul¬
ation is as likely to have a counterproductive as a positive imp¬
act whatever the appropriate policy objectives and the setting.

« . v.- • . '

This is not to imply that there is not a large body of economic
ï .... . '

and political economic literature or that all of it is either
technically unsound, so special as to be inapplicable to African
conditions,- or. so distorted by ideological biases as to be irret¬
rievably propagandistic rather than scientific. The problems are
more complex than that (but also less ultimately, damaging in that
once the ground clearing and foundation laying is completed it
should be possible to select and utilize a good deal of more spec¬
ialized analytical, empirical, and experimental material which
is already available);

First a signifigant body of literature is marred by excessive
messianicism and/br utopianism. To preach early temporal dam-
iation if population growth is not halted is a branch of pro:-" -
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otic ivligion rather than either science or systematic ideology. For
various reasons it is unlikely to "be a very successful prophetic rel¬
igion, however true or false its call to "battle. Equally to construct
a model of a society in which no population policy (ie a laissez faire
one tempered by the social conscience of the individual families) is
a branch of eschatology doubtless relevant to the ultimate withering
away of the state at the point in time in which resources and techn¬
ology aro fully adequate to meet all socially acceptable desires and
no unacceptable desires (e.g. exploitation, power over others) remain
but very dubiously of much use in framing either policy of strategy
in any African nation during the last quarter of the 20th Century.

Second in mgny cases important distinctions are not drawn. One pair-
is dosireable levels of population contrasted with desireable fates
f change of population. Even if a nation is clearly underpopulated,

from all social, economic, and environmental points of view that is
in itself no evidence that, maximizing the rate of increase of popul¬
ation is a prudent goal from any point of view. Another pair is ind¬
ividual (or limited social group) vs national (or broader social
group). This is of course a standard potential contradiction in al¬
most all social and economic fields but much population analysis does
not seem to take it into account adequately much less arrive at any

genuine synthesis.

Third partly as a result of the forgoing two problems much of the
debate becomes confused and confusing. It seems rather unlikely
that the initial Marxian rejection of the doctrines of Thomas Mai-
thus really related to the aspects of that analysis in which he
was a fqreunner of the Club of Rome environmental Armageddon school
(or of rather critical aspects of Ricardian analysis which were

adopted by Marx). Instead it related fco Malthus1 attempt to dem¬
onstrate that the cause of population growth was ignorance and ir¬
rationality on the part of the poor and to create a policy pres¬

cription consistent with that reactionary (in the literal sense
as well as the popular) misanalysis. However, by now a number of
the inheritors of the debate seem to have confused the two sides
of the debate and concluded that a caoitalist state should in the
interests of its ruling class stabilize population while a social¬
ist state in the interests of its workers should expand it. Neither
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of these generalizations really stands up to much inspection either
ass to general analytical power or consistency with behaviour,, por

example it is clear that China does not consider unlimited expansjlon
of the population to be consistent with maximization of productive
forces or rapid meeting of priority mass needs.

Fourth it is not always clearly faced that in few areas is the comp¬
lexity and diversity of relationships between the productive/technol
ogical infrstruture and the social/political institutional infrast¬
ructure more complex and subject to greater time lags in transmission
of change. The dominant theme in national population policies has
in fact been national security through broadening the military base
not national or ruling class wealth through broadening the command
over productive forces. It is true that the British policy culmin¬
ating in the repeal of the Corn Laws could be characterized as an
economic one of encouraging population growth, removing limits on
mobility and employability, reducing the rural demand and opportun¬
ities for settled labour, and keeping wage costs (and landlords'
rents) low by cheap food imports but that degree of fairly overt
fitting of population policy into a total economic policy frame is
rajrher rare. The French combination of protected industry, protected
agriculture (with a self sufficiency at any cost goal), and overt
incentives and pressures for large families of the same period is
much more typical and much less simply explicable in terms of econ¬
omic interests and the dominant mode of production. This is esp¬

ecially relevant in that population policy is not particularly easy
to enforce (Herod's Mssacre of the Innocents and the Rape of the
Sabine Women may be examples of force majeure alterations of growth
ratew but they are hardly typical!) and individual and family dec¬
isions are particularly important. These appear in fact to have
been taken on the basis of achieving security not of maximization
ãgaecuTH-hy seme r.hildren reach adulthood in a context
+ This is of course not surprising on quite different grounds. To

consider Malthus as a modern bourgois economist as opposed to a
lote member of the early balanced temporal Utopian system builders
influencing in different ways by the Tudor and Mercantilist
balanced economic-political-social system builders is dubious cat¬
egorization. Ricardo's policy prescription was maximum expansion
of the working class combined with procurement of cheap food,pref¬
erably by external exploitation.



of high infant and child mortality, security in old age in the absence
of any broader social system of protshiding security, security of family
name and tradition through heirs» Evidently social and economic forces
influence these decisions but not always in a very direct or predict¬
able manner.

Elfth 'thé, premises, as to the mode of production, level of productive
forces (and of technology), social structure, and external economic
environment are critical in understanding the coverage and relevance
of both.purely analytical and would be applied political economy of
population work. Unfortunately these are rarely spelled out in.enough
detail for the reader to know what pitfalls they may be laying up
for him. -

: f n.

Thé question of what analytical framework to use is a general one in
applied political economy and one to which the answer necessarily dep¬
ends òn the objective conditions of the situation to be analyzed and
the ends the analyst seeks to further. Eor the present purposes one
can assume thát the relevant states are characterized by low levels
of productive forces, low levels of technological capacity, high de¬
grees of external dependence, relatively rapid rates of population,
growth despite inadequate health and environmental facilities and low
life expectancy, very limited broadly based systems of security for
the aged,crippled, or unemployed, considerable state intervention in
the economy, and either a capitalist or a relatively early stage
transition to socialism mode of production. These characteristics'
apply to all or almost all African states. There are,however, sig¬
nificant differences in terms of the ratio of present population to
ret 3cnably attainable levels of productive forces which may .be. exp¬
ected to cause consistent analysis to suggest different policy pat¬
terns. Eor this paper it will be assumed that the relevant goals
include a transition to egalitarian, decentralized, participative

...socialism and that this requires, a significant increase iii economic
independence (or interdependence), although the analytical approach
might not be very different if the goals in whose service it was to
be used were relatively egalitarian, decentralized, participative
social democracy with signifigant central economic planning ahd control.



Evidently these .are not the sets of goals actually pursued by all
African states»+Eor the rest it is hot enough to say that the policy
prescriptions appropriate to their ruling elites (resident or external)
and their interests would differ; one crust at least consider whether a
partly different analytical framework is needed. (One may need such
a franework to analyze the internal logic of the policy pursued-or
the internal illogic as the case nay be-even if one has no sympathy
with the goals nrr any desire to assist in their implementation.)A
fairly obvious case in point is that of the Ivory Coast, a case which
is rendered both nore interesting and more conplex than normal because
of the degree and articulation of its dependence on an imported pro¬
letariat at one end of the spectrum and its domination by external
economic elites ( linked to Ivoirienne political and economic elites
whose interests are either dependent on or symbiotic with those of

ï

the external ones) at the other.
The outline model proposed proceeds along the following skeletal lines:
A. National goals should flow from perceived mass needs and the ident¬

ification of these needs should have a signifigant proprotion of
mass participation.

B. Analysis must be based on or checked against mass experience. With¬
out such a base or checking it is at best abstract in the sense of
lacking direct applicability and is highly likely to be literally
erroneous and inconsistent with objective reality. On the other
hand mass experience cannot form a useable guide to action until
it has been organized, sysnthesize, and interpreted by analysis.

C„ The principle purpose of analysis is to provide a means for the
scientific formulation of policies appropriate to acheiving pro¬
gress toward national goals.

D. The implementation of policy adds to the body of mass experience
and provides feedback checks on the validity both of the distilling

+ The author has argued elsewhere -chat the social democratic option
is probably an unrealistic one. First it is doubtful whether under
African conditions it is possible to achieve effective state cont¬
rol over the economy with the public ownership component of social¬
ism; second it is hard to believe çhat a dominantly private large
scale peoductivé sector in Africa can be African as opposed to for¬
eign in ultimate control and benefit; third it is not clear that
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of experience into analysis and of the application of analysis to
•policy formulation. It nay also cause either, a reinterpretation of
the national goals or a reordering of their priority if experience
shows 'that action well designed to progress toward the fornal goals
ate in fact not meeting mass needs or,alternatively, it could lead
to different perceptions of nass needs and a reordering or reranking
of gmal's for that reason.

Ë. ..Because policies nust concentrate on overcoming the most immediately
critical constraints and barriers (antag onistic contradictions)
they are inherently likely to create temporary syntheses (partial
successes) which are able to confront -and to go forward must
confront- new critical constraints and barriers. Radical policy
changes may,therefore, spring just us much from the previous ap¬
propriateness and success of a policy as ffrom its irrelevance and
failure.+ /

This particular applied analytical framework is not-as it nay appeaa?
at first glance- pragmatic in the normal sense of that word. Empirical
might be a more accurate characterization but only in part. There is
a- clear ideological content, a logically inescapable factor in any
applied analytical approach intended to be used in formulating pol¬
icies directly relevant to human development and to mass needs and
achievements. Both elements are distinctly similar to, though not
in this case either identical with nor primarily derived from, the
Maoian planning analysis model in China. They are rather distinctly
different from the Soviet policy planning paradigm which is both
more inclined to allow ideological abstractions to override empir¬
ical experience at the micro level and to wander into rather major
ideological transmutations which look like random empiricism on the
macro. (In any event it would take a rather bold apologist to claim
that formulation A bore much relation to Soviet practice at least
+ Presumably similar initial appropriate -policies would be likely to

lead to similar appropriate mutations at a subsequent stage though
not necessarily after different points in time. However, the most
.pressing constraints and barriers at the initial point would not nec¬
essarily be the same e.g. the difference in pressure on available
fertile land in Rwanda and Bupundi is radically enough_different
from that in Tanzania to suggest that mass needs,experience, and
contradictions relevant to framing a population policy will also
be signifigantly different.



subsequent to the death of Lenin.)
It is likely that this applied analytical approach will if used give
rise to fairly frequent and sometimes quite major policy shifts within
a much more stable long term goal framework. This arises because it
concentrates on the most immediate and pressing ( when successfully
applied this does not mean the most obvious and superficial^) con¬
straints ,necessitating a later shift both because success will mean
that a different constellation of immediate challenges arise and bec¬
ause certain policy elements appropriate or even necessary in one
context will, unfortunately, tend to build up new contradictions which
need to be overcome at a subsequent time. There is no presupposition
that very long tem, very detailed policy formulations can be worked
out as opposed to the creation and rolling revision of a long tern
goal framework to which policy must be adapted even if this mean
rapid policy shifts which on random observation may appear inefficient
and inconsistent (as indeed they may be if the balance of gains and
new contradictions inherent in a particular policy have been wrongly
analyzed).

III.

The considerations most directly relevant both to population levels
and growth rates can be outlined fairly briefly-to examine then in
detail even for one country is probably better suited to a monograph
than.a paper.

Turning first to population levels one critical set of considerations
is environmental both in the positive and the negative sense. A dec¬
ent environment requires a level of productive forces per capita ade¬
quate to procure housing, water, education, health, consumer nec¬
essities, and (barring a totally ascetic society) at least some ton-
sumer amenities. The higher the absolute population level relative
to the initial attained level of productive forces per capita and
the potential for expanding them, the more difficult it is to attain
positive environmental adequacy» By itself this consideration is not
likely to be immediately dominant in most African countries-mass
needs are evidently better met in China than in numerous countries
with lower population/natural resource ratios and higher attained
per capita levels of productive forces.



On the negative side their are clearly linits to the population conp'
atihle with avoiding dégradation of the physical environnent in ways

likely to set up a process of degeneration very hard to reverse. One
need not bp either a crude Malthusian nor a devotee of the Club of
Lome to cone to that conclusion. Again the innediate seriousness of

v x r ' h
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the resulting policy implications for African states (with relatively
few possible exceptions) nay not be great because the level of pop¬
ulation compatible with environmental preservation or improvement'de¬
pends to a not insubstantial degree on technology, social attitudes,
raid, the pattern of per capita resource use demanded. The degredation
of The Lebanon and Crete certainly was related to environmental abuse
in.the context of a population excessive in terms of its technical
and.social patterns but not a population that was particularly dense
compared to that at present living in some countries which do not
seem about to suffer any similar irreversible environmental deter¬
ioration. So long as the cost of environmental protection is accept¬
able and accepted considerable flexibility (though not without limit
especially as protection costs presumably rise more rapidly than pop¬
ulation after some ratio of population to environment) exists.

A second broad group of considerations is social. Family size, com¬
munity size, degree and type of urbanization are all matters of very
real concern to most individuals and to the social groups to which
they belong. Especially in the presence of very low levels of per
.capita productive forces there are very clear disadvantages to huge
population units (one of them being that after a size probably under
.a charter of a million for a city and a fifth that for a small town,
and-possibly two or three thousand for a village severe economic and
social diseconomies of scale set in). On the other hand unless a soc¬
iety is in fact able to provide for minimum standards of decent living

; for all of its members including the aged, crippled, unemployed, and
destitute some type of micro-social security system is needed and
this normally militates in favour of the large family. Equally for
social reasons (apart from economic security) a relatively high inf¬
ant and child death rate militates in favour of large absolute fam¬
ily size (as well as high population growth) to avert disaster. :
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Economie constraints on absoluto population size are likely to be
fairly flexible. There is no evidence to suggest that per capita
levels of productive forces are maximized at any particular point
on a population chart (as opposed to over some range) even given
a level of technology. While it is true that the range which max¬
imized total national productive forces subject to a social sub¬
sistence constraint might be a narrower one '(and one it was much
more imprudent to exceed) it is rather difficult to envisage any
serious political economic policy directed toward that particular
type of production maximization/population optimization.+ Only
in cases of very high population to natural resource and to at¬
tained level of productive forces conditions is the absolute
population level likely to impose tightly binding economic con¬
straints which would logically dominate population policy.
Technical considerations interact with environmental (as noted
earlier), social, (for example in terms of socially acceptable
urban unit sizes which are very far from unrelated to technolo¬
gy available in transport, water supply, communication,etc.)
and economic. The higher the level of actually applied and (to
a lesser extent because of real resource cost considerations)
applicable technology relevant to a particular state the higher
the absolute population level which is socially desireable (or
socially noutral) is likely to be.

Population change (in practice growth rate since only under
very atyp-ical circumstances do populations of signifigant areas
decline and the relevant circumstances are usually such appalling
natural or political disasters that they can hardly be explored
to find policy instruments for population planning)poses somewhat

+ It certainly could not'bé a rational goal for an economicqllji
independent capitalist state because it would eliminate surplus
value actually appropriatable by capitalists and rentiers. Nor
would it appear a sensible colonial or neo-colonial goal even
assuming exploitation through unequal trade because there is no
reason to assume that the population level and production pat¬
tern cited would maximize either exploitable exports or the sur¬
plus par unit attainable from them.
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different considerations. In the case of the environment rapid inc¬
reases in. population nay he absolutely more damaging than slow and
,perhaps more important, may not give tine for introduction of tech¬
nological changes or altered social patterns necessary to avert or
minimize damage. Similarly in relation to positive environment it is
that much more difficult to move upward to minimum acceptable levels
for the entire population if that population is rapidly growing. For
example while it is self evident that Cairo and Calcutta would face
major environmental problems at their present sizes however.these had
been reached the very rapid bursts of population growth (in each case
associated with refugee influxes) which have affected each has almost
certainly nade the present environmental conditions worse and their
tackling more difficult than if growth had been slower.
The social considerations are relatively similar to the positive
environmental ones, with which they are very closely interrelated,
They are,however, also influenced in the case of the family by the
pace of other social structure changes-e.g. those which make children
economic liabilities for a longer period, which reduce the need for
self produced (ie descendant) security systems, or which reduce the
value placed for religious/philosophical reasons on family contin¬
uity.

Economic considerations are much more critical in respect to rates
of population change than in respect of absolute levels. For one
thing high population growth normally decreases the productive pro¬
portion of the population (a factor which is the more true as the
level of normally used technology rises requiring longer pre work
education-and training), a factor militating against rapid increases
in por capita productive forces levels by reducing the ratio of
workers to population. Further the more rapidly population grows the
greater the requirement to devote invëstible surplus to social and
economic infrastructure which is not in and of itself directly pro¬
ductive, however essential it is to meeting minimum mass needs. The
interaction of these two elements is likely to be to reduce the rate
of growth of per capita output and therefore the share readily avail¬
able as investible surplus and to force a reallocation of investible



surplus into patterns less conducive to growth, for any given level o~
investment. It does not require any "belief in the desireability of
maximizing growth of per caita productive forces,but merely the much
mxlder conclusion that very few mass needs can be met more fully on4

a sustained basis without sustained economic growth , to conclude the.
except in cases of severe underpopulation (which are probably
rare nationally except in the aftermath of major wars or epidemics
and while more likely regiona_ly-e.g. if new resources are discovered
or major communications breakthroughs achieved are often best met by
migration within the nation) r^pid population growth rates are likely
to have negative economic consequences which may be of a very signif-
igant order of magnitude.

A final population growth consideration is that it is rare (though
by no means as rare as is sometimes assumed) for population growth
rates to change radically in a downward direction over a brief per¬
iod of time. Therefore, if a nation is relatively close to the pro¬
bable optimum range of total population a high population growth rate
is likely to lead to subsequent problems if policy is not directed
toward reducing it gradually to approach total population "goal range
asymptotically.

IV.

The concepts of absolute population and population growth rate tar¬
gets are often treated in an eschatological or at least a highly
and artificially abstracted manner. This is not nececessary although
these concepts are, by themselves, quite inadequate for the formul¬
ation of policy.

A broad population goal range for a country can be derived at least
with enough basis to serve as a basis for discussion and càarificati

No general contention that economic growth is a sufficient condi¬
tion for either economic or social development is implied, only
that within limits (which are fairly narrow if a really high growti
rate e.g. over 7% par year is not possible in any event) it is a
necessary one. In the context of the present paper's analytical
frame it is the goal cluster which,if implemented, supplies the
sufficient conditions with the sustained increased in per capita
level of productive forces a necessary input.
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For example tiïœ can -argue that Tanzania is a relatively large and var¬
ied country with a relatively high proportion of land which is .environ¬
mentally (or in some cases socially) ill suited to carrying a dense

V ' '

population! If it can be argued that in physical/natural environmental
terms the United States is somewhat similar and that technical and en¬

vironmental (not primarily economic in the short or medium term) consi¬
derations- suggest that the United States is already within its optimum
population range Then one would arrive at a first approximation absol¬
ute population goal range of 30 to 40 million for Tanzania. Sone mod¬
ifications would be needed on the counteracting gorunds that Tanzania
is unlikely to seek (and more unlikely to attain) a level of per capita
resource use equal to that in the United States today and technological
1ovoIs at the time Tanzania enters the range cited, will be much lower.
The former factor presumably reduces the environmental/technical pro-

•
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biens and costs associated with any level of population but the second
decreases the amount of environmental protection and bottleneck over¬

coming (e.g. ur^an services) available.

The figure is not absolutely without interest. Tanzania's population
is now of the order of 14 million and doubling every twenty five years.
Therefore to the extent that the range cited is approximately accurate
Tanzania may be within it by 2000. Even assuming a fifty per cent higher
range (45 to 60 million) Tan-aria would reach it by 2020 on present
population growth ratn•,.which is sufficient to justify
study of what present population growth trends are likely to be in the
absence of policy changes. „ L

Rather more can be said about the costs of alternative population growth
ratos« Producer population ratios, student population ratios, social
infrastructure costs, etc. can be calculated at -least roughly as. can
the levels of investible surplus consistent with alternative populat¬
ion growth patterns and minimum rates of advance toward meeting, mass
needs in the short and medium, term. This is still a limited^ exercise
as it says nothing much about.what the impact of changing social str¬
uctures and of the meeting of particular mass needs will be on popula¬
tion growth. Since these are probably very considerably more important
factors in most patterns of population growth change than mechanical
birth control promotion taken by itself they must be analyzed as the
core of population policy formulation with the population growth rate



viewed either as a set of constraints or an important but secondary
technical analytical input.

V.

Turning to the analysis of nass needs and expectations at least six
broad areas can be outlined; security, communal consumption, personal
consumption, productive capacity, knowledge, and mobility.
Security is a universal desire and one which it is increasingly approp¬
riate to meet communally e.g. via provident funds in respect of wage
and salary employees, via Ujamaa village programmes for farmers, and
through encouraging (and making possible) personal savings for retire¬
ment in respect of both groups through public sector institutions and
payment schemes. To the extent this type of transformation proceeds
not only will the certainty of the security increase but the need to
consider children as a form of annuity or endowment insurance policy
will decrease. There is,after all, nothing particularly socially des-
ireable in being forced to view children in that particular way,on the
contrary it is inherently a very materialistic and ahuman one.
Cwrunal consumption includes access to education,health, knowledge,
communication, pure water,etc. To the extent these needs are met cer¬
tain impacts on family size are likely although not all at the same
time or in the same direction. Better health services-especially in
the environmental-sanitation-preventitive fields are likely to reduce
infant mortality. To the extent that the basic, family desire is to
ensure that some number of children live to adulthood a gall in inf¬
ant and child mortality is a precondition for a fall (quite possibly
a larger one) in the birth rate. Further knowledge of the impact of
very frequent births on both maternal and child health is likely to
lead to a greater planning (in the sense of spacing) of families which
'•'■ill in practice reduce average family size.+ Attainability of educ¬
ation (including a variety of adult and continuing programmes as well
as formal primary schooling) has two effects-first it means that a
+ ït will also reduce child and mother mortality. Both humanly and

economically that is desireable-the higher the rates of child and
infant and of young adult mortality the less economically viable is
the population structure associated with any given rate of popul¬
ation growth.
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is an economic liability for a longer period of time and second it
does make clearer (especially as government becomes more decentral¬
ized and participative) that the larger the numbers of children to be
educated the more difficult it is to provide facilities for all of
then and therefore the more delayed universal education.

Personal consumption improvement is both .a mass need and a very imp¬
ortant one íh1 African countries. Asceticism*is not a mass^movement
and the theoretical scorn of material possessions by intellectuals
and would be intellectuals would be more impressive if most of its
proponents did not enjoy and mean tó continue to enjoy more, material .

goods 'and services than 99% of the world's population. In terms of
the vast majority of Africans one is not talking about electric tooth¬
brushes but about a second shirt per year, milk for children, a few
shillings a week to spend on entertainment or beer or cigarettes, the
possibility to save enough to have a cement floor in his house or a
table and a radio on it. To the extent that access to such basic con¬

sumption possibilities is blocked either by an absence of means to
secure a cash income or by the absence of distribution channels to
make them available children may very well be a form of amenity con¬

sumption (again not a particularly socially or humanly desireable
relationship) and even from the child's point of view a large family
unable t<. afford milk, simple toys, beds for the children, shoes and
clothes for each child is not evidently preferable to a smaller one
in which these consumption items are available.

Productive capacity is a mass goal partly because most human beings
do take pride-in working (and find the absence of work both boring
and humiliating) and because it is the surest way to secure access
to personal consumption and also to communal consumption and communal
security systems (provident funds only provide for employees, an. Uj~
amaa village is both more able and more willing to provide for retired
or injured workers than for hangers on). Whether increased productive
capacity-including more education and training-is likely to have any
very direct implications for population grpwth is unclear. The hist¬
oric record in other parts of the world would seem to suggest it tends
to reduce it-especially if the increase in productive capacity leqds
to increased employment outside the home for women.



The needs and expectations for more knowledge and nobility are inter¬
locked» Mobility here is not defined simply in physical or job jrerms
but also in range and depth of social roles including effective part¬
icipation in social and governmental decision taking. These roles (and
for that natter physical nobility) requite flexibility and tine which
are reduced-especially for wonen-if the family size is very large. If
one envisages a woman as a human being fully entitled to participate
in society and if this view is taken by an incregging proportion of
woneá then the average number of children a noth can bring up in a
iianner satisfying to her and tò then is alnost certain to bo reduced.
If this analysis of probable results of meeting nass demands is even
approximately correct several implications for population policy arase
First the result of social progress is likely to be a fall in the
rate of growth of population and an alteration in the structure of
population raising the number of productive members in relation to
total population for any given rate of population growth;
Second the main impact of educational and technical programmes rel¬
ated to population growth is not in changing attitudes nor in alter¬
ing social structures but in providing information when changed soc¬
ial and economic patterns have created a desire for altered family
sizes;

Third the main instruments of population policy in the broadest sense
are quite likely to be ones which are far from totally and often not
even primarily chosen or evaluated in terns of their population policy
inplications.

This is not to say that population policy can be totally treated as
a side product of other policy measures. As supportive measures the
educational and technical programmes are valuable and nay also play

This will not be true "if the fuller participation is limited to a
narrow elite group. They will be likely to hire domestic staff to.
bring up their children. The general argument does not imply that
fuller participation on a mobile basis is inconsistent with being
a responsible mother (or father)-on the contrary. It does suggest
that such participation requires time'and reduces the humanly ap¬
propriate and probably the desired family size.
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a secondary role in posing questions which cause a more rapid change
in far.ily sizes in response to other social and economic changes» Fur¬
ther, there is no guarantee that the absolute magnitude (or in the case
of an underpopulated country-the direction) of the change^wcreld be
agprpriate. Once a serious momentum toward meeting mass requirements of
the types sketched has come into full operation and its impact on pop¬
ulation growth can be (tentatively) discerned there may be a need for
a much more formalized educational and discussion approach designed to
.alter attitudes toward appropriate family size,especially if these seen
to be tending to survive independently of the social and edonomic set¬
ting which gave rise to them.+

'

- -V '• .

JU
The special problems of urbanization and of mammoth cities also appear
to be more appropriately faced by policies which are not primarily
concerned with national population levels or growth rates as such» It
is.perfectly possible to work out coordinated strategies for decentral¬
ization designed to create a number of urban growth points and to aboid
huge cities, or at least limit their growth. Equally policies designed
to strengthen rural communities (including grouping isolated families
into villages where a village pattern is not initially standard), rural
access to communal and personal consumption, and rural productive cap¬
acity (including that in areas other than agriculture) will reduce the
rate of migration to cities and will reduce urban problems more than
propritonately because they will increase rather than decrease mean¬
ingful work opportunities in cities and thus operate primarily to red¬
uce the growth of urban unemployed and pseudo—employed groups.

Some population policy specialists would certainly deny that the forg¬
oing amounted to a population policy at all. That however seems as un-
reasonabiû as to argue that one was not operating a rural income pol—
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"y "gete-ar cnc. directlyprovided guaranteed minimum income—t-e—each ■+ aamily planning (child spacing) is not treated here as primarily apopulation policy élcÈeit. It is fully justified on maternal end child..ies.lth grounds and is in fact much more likely to meet mass desiresand to be accepted if presented in that context.
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rural family.

The opposite reading that if the nain instruments of population policy-
ate policies primarily and directly designed to serve other ends there
is no need to discuss ,formulate, or analyze population and population
policy is equally extreme. It is perhaps most important to analyze the
results in a policy area when- most of the components of that policy
are multipurpose. Further the argument has not been that overt policy
measures-e.-g. the deliberate policy of encouraging quite late mar¬
riages in China- are never appropriate but that they are rarely cither
an effective or a desireable first step and are nqyer likely^to be
effective if they are the sum total of the policy.+

+ This point may lie at the root of the relative impact of population
policy in China and India. The Chinese policy is clearly much more
rooted in overall social change and influencing social attitudes
and much less dependent on mechanical means and overt propagandistic
sloganeering backed by crude material incentives. It also appears
to have resulted in a signifigant slackening in population growth
(over a period in which the improvement in rural and mass urban med¬
ical services would seem to imply signifigant falls in death rates).

On each major point the Indian programme appears to diverge—inc
luding that of not having any very perdeptible population effect_
to date even though it is imporbable mortality experience in India
is improving as rapidly as in China.
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